Massive clusters of galaxies have been found that date from as early as 3.9 billion years 1 (3.9 Gyr; z 5 1.62) after the Big Bang, containing stars that formed at even earlier epochs 2, 3 . Cosmological simulations using the current cold dark matter model predict that these systems should descend from 'protoclusters'-early overdensities of massive galaxies that merge hierarchically to form a cluster 4, 5 . These protocluster regions themselves are built up hierarchically and so are expected to contain extremely massive galaxies that can be observed as luminous quasars and starbursts [4] [5] [6] . Observational evidence for this picture, however, is sparse because high-redshift protoclusters are rare and difficult to observe 6, 7 . Here we report a protocluster region that dates from 1 Gyr (z 5 5.3) after the Big Bang. This cluster of massive galaxies extends over more than 13 megaparsecs and contains a luminous quasar as well as a system rich in molecular gas 8 . These massive galaxies place a lower limit of more than 4 3 10 11 solar masses of dark and luminous matter in this region, consistent with that expected from cosmological simulations for the earliest galaxy clusters 4, 5, 7 . Cosmological simulations predict that the progenitors of presentday galaxy clusters are the largest structures at high redshift 4, 5, 7 (M halo . 2 3 10 11 solar masses (M [ ) and M stars . 4 3 10 9 M [ at z < 6). These protocluster regions should be characterized by local overdensities of massive galaxies on co-moving distance scales of 2-8 Mpc that coherently extend over tens of megaparsecs, forming a structure that will eventually coalesce into a cluster 4, 5, 7, 9 . Furthermore, owing to the high mass densities and correspondingly high merger rates, extreme phenomena such as starbursts and quasars should preferentially exist in these regions [4] [5] [6] [7] 9, 10 . Although overdensities have been reported around radio galaxies on ,10-20-Mpc scales 6,7 and large gas masses around quasars 11, 12 at redshifts greater than z 5 5, the available data is not comprehensive enough to constrain the mass of these protoclusters and hence provide robust constraints on cosmological models 6, 7, 9 . We used data covering the entire accessible electromagnetic spectrum in the 2-square-degree Cosmological Evolution Survey (COSMOS) field 13 (right ascension, 10 h 00 min 30 s; declination, 2u 309 0099) to search for starbursts, quasars and massive galaxies as signposts of potential overdensities at high redshift. This deep, large-area field provides the multiwavelength data required to find protoclusters on scales .10 Mpc (59). Optically bright objects at redshifts greater than z 5 4 were identified through optical and near-infrared colours. Extreme star formation activity was found using millimetre-wave 14,15 and radio 16 measurements, and potential luminous quasars were identified by X-ray measurements 17 . Finally, extreme objects and their surrounding galaxies were targeted with the Keck II telescope and the Deep Extragalactic Imaging Multi-Object Spectrograph (W. M. Keck Observatory, Hawaii) to measure redshifts.
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We found a grouping of four major objects at z 5 5.30 (Fig. 1) . The most significant overdensity appears near the extreme starburst galaxy COSMOS AzTEC-3, which contains .5. , which is .100 times the rate of an average galaxy (with luminosity L Ã ) at z 5 5.3 (ref. 19) . The value and error given are the mean estimate and scatter derived from empirical estimates based on the submillimetre flux, radio flux limit, and CO luminosity, along with model fitting. The models predict a much broader range in total infrared (8-1,000-mm) luminosities, ranging from 2.2 3 10 13 L [ to 11 3 10 13 L [ . The large uncertainty results from the many assumptions used in the models, combined with a lack of data constraining the infrared emission at wavelengths less than rest-frame 140 mm. However, the Figure 1 | Spectra of confirmed cluster members. These spectra were taken with the Keck II telescope and correspond to the extreme starburst (COSMOS AzTEC3), a combined spectrum of two Lyman-break galaxies at 95 kpc (Cluster LBG) and the Chandra-detected quasar at 13 Mpc from the extreme starburst. The galaxy spectra show absorption features indicative of interstellar gas (Si II, O I/Si II and C II) and young massive stars (Si IV and C IV) indicative of a stellar population less than 30 Myr old 26 . The quasar shows broad Lyman-a (Lya) emission absorbed by strong winds, with a narrow Lyman-a line seen at the same systemic velocity as absorption features in the spectra. observed limit on the submillimetre spectral slope favours models with colder dust and, hence, lower luminosities.
The significance of the overdensity around the starburst is immediately apparent in Figs 2 and 3. In the 1-square-arcmin area (2.3 3 2.3 Mpc 2 at z 5 5.3) around the starburst, we would expect to find 0.75 6 0.04 bright (z 850 , 26) galaxies with colours consistent with a Lyman break in their spectra at z 5 5.3 (ref. 19 ), but instead we find eight. This is an 11-fold overdensity, assuming the redshift range 4.5 , z , 6.5 probed by typical broadband colour selections 19, 20 . Within a 2-Mpc radius of the starburst, we find 11 objects brighter than L Ã whose intermediate-band colours 21 are consistent with being at z 5 5.3. This represents a .11-fold overdensity in both the measured and the expected density of luminous galaxies. Estimates of the typical variance from clustering and cosmological simulations suggest that this is significant at the .9s level even if we only consider the spectroscopically confirmed systems. Of these 11 objects, three (including the optical counterpart of COSMOS AzTEC-3) are within proper distance of 12.2 kpc (299) of COSMOS AzTEC-3, and two additional spectroscopically confirmed sources are found 95 kpc (15.599) away.
X-ray-selected (0.5-10-keV band) z . 5 quasars are extremely rare 22 owing to the high luminosities required for detection, yet one is found 17 within 13 Mpc of the starburst at the same spectroscopic redshift as COSMOS AzTEC-3. The distance between these objects is comparable to the co-moving distance scale expected for protoclusters at z < 5 (refs 5, 7). The optical spectrum of the quasar has deep, blueshifted gas absorption features indicative of strong winds driven by the energy dissipated from the rapid black-hole growth. The object has an X-ray luminosity of 1.9 3 10 11 L [ and a bolometric luminosity estimated from its spectral energy distribution of $8. M [ , placing it among the most luminous and massive objects at this redshift 19, 23 . We estimated the stellar mass of the protocluster system by fitting stellar population models to the rest-frame ultraviolet-optical photometry of the individual galaxies in the protocluster. The redshift was fixed at z 5 5.298, and models with a single recent burst of star formation 24 were used, allowing for up to ten visual magnitudes of extinction 25 .
[O II] and Ha emission lines were added to the templates with fluxes proportional to the ultraviolet continuum of the template 18 . The accuracy of the stellar mass estimate is limited by the sensitivity of the 0.9-2.5-mm photometry. The present data are insufficient to fully break the degeneracy between stellar age and dust obscuration. However, the age of 10 Myr derived from the photometric fitting is consistent with the features seen in the Keck spectra 26 . Given the range of acceptable fits and the concordance with the Keck spectra, the resulting stellar mass is probably accurate to a factor of ,2 (0.3 dex).
Using the described procedure, we conservatively estimate that the starburst AzTEC-3 has a stellar mass of (1-2)3 10 10 M [ , implying that the baryonic matter is .70% gas, nearly twice that found in typical starburst systems 27 but in agreement with the dynamical estimates 8, 28 . The 11 objects in the protocluster core have a total stellar mass of . M [ , comparable to the halo masses predicted for galaxies that will eventually merge into present-day galaxy clusters 7 . However, we note that the actual mass is probably much higher because much of the baryonic mass is probably in unobserved hydrogen gas, and the starburst object alone accounts for .37% of the total mass. Furthermore, the contribution of significantly more numerous, fainter (luminosity, ,L Ã ) galaxies 19 are not counted in this mass estimate. The z < 5.3 candidates are marked in white and a 2-Mpc co-moving radius is marked with a green circle. The boxed area is shown larger in Fig. 3 , where the optical counterpart of the submillimetre source COSMOS AzTEC-3 is labelled 'Starburst'. Spectroscopic redshifts and other red objects that have been identified as galactic stars or low-redshift galaxies by their spectral energy distribution are also labelled. 
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The three objects around COSMOS AzTEC-3 probably represent the progenitor of a massive central cluster galaxy (type cD) at lower redshift. These objects are already within the radius of a typical local cD galaxy and their dynamical timescale is ,60 Myr, assuming a velocity dispersion of 200 km s
21
. Even considering the objects at 95 kpc, the dynamical timescale is less than 0.5 Gyr, providing several dynamical times for a merger to occur by z < 2 (that is, 2 Gyr later). However, the observed stellar mass in these galaxies is significantly less than the ,10
M [ in a typical local cD galaxy 7 , indicating that the majority of the stars have yet to form.
The properties of this protocluster are in qualitative and quantitative agreement with galaxy formation simulations 4, 5 . The spatial extent, star formation rate per unit mass and gas properties of the core structure around the extreme starburst are all similar to the predictions for massive-galaxy formation in simulations. Furthermore, the properties of the quasar are also in agreement with the models of the later phases of massive-galaxy formation when the quasar becomes visible. Finally, unlike for previously described overdensities at z . 5 (ref. 6), we have strong spectroscopic and photometric evidence for a range of objects including massive, heavily star forming and active galaxies. These are found both in the core of the structure and over a much larger area, indicating that the effects of environment on galaxy formation as early as z < 5 can be studied. We conclude that this region contains a large-scale baryonic overdensity in the very early Universe that will evolve into a high-mass cluster like those observed at lower redshifts.
